Today, Abraham Lincoln is a beloved American icon, widely considered to be our best president. Founders' Son: A Life of Abraham Lincoln. 326 Pages·2014·2.78 MB·10,463 Downloads. Abraham Lincoln grew up in the long shadow of the Founding Fathers. Seeking an intellectual Team of Rivals: The Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln. 1,655 Pages·2012·9.08 MB·8,989 Downloads. Also by doris kearns goodwin. Writings of Abraham Lincoln book. Read 7 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. According to Wikipedia: "Abraham Lincoln (February 12, 1809 - April 15, 1865) was the sixteenth President of the United States, serving from March 4, 1861 until his assassination. As an outspoken opponent of the expansion of slavery in the United States, Lincoln won the Republican Party nomination in 1860 and was elected president later that year. During his term, he helped to secure the abolition of slavery. He was re-elected in 1864 and was assassinated on April 15, 1865. Lincoln's Gettysburg Address and the Emancipation Proclamation are among the most famous speeches in American history. His leadership and vision helped to preserve the Union and end slavery. Lincoln is remembered as one of America's greatest presidents."